Some properties of the viroid inducing peach latent mosaic disease.
Analysis by polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis of nucleic acid extracts from different peach samples, healthy or infected with the peach latent mosaic (PLM) disease, demonstrated the association of this disease with an RNA exhibiting the electrophoretic properties typical of circular viroid molecules. This RNA was called peach latent mosaic viroid (PLMV), since a purified preparation of it, when inoculated into GF 305 peach seedlings induced characteristic symptoms of PLM disease. PLMV was estimated to have a molecular size in the range of 330-340 bases, by comparison of its electrophoretic mobility under denaturing conditions with those of several viroid RNA. Dot-blot analysis showed that PLMV had a sequence clearly different from other viroids, including citrus exocortis viroid, apple scar skin viroid (ASSV), hop stunt viroid (HSV) and avocado sunblotch viroid. The possible significance of the limited sequence homology shared by PLMV with HSV, and especially with ASSV, is discussed.